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Imagine playing ball inside a rotating space station. Versus ordinary gravity of a planet's
surface, how will artificial gravity as generated by a spinnning station affect the way a ball
is thrown, kicked or batted? In our discussion, we neglect the effect of air resistance.
For instance, let's take the spaceship Discovery of Arthur C. Clarke's epic science fiction
drama, 2001. See FIGURE 1 for a sketch of the spaceship in the spirit of the 1968 movie.
From end to end Discovery was 400 feet, with the front being the living quarters, a sphere
of diameter 40 feet, inside which was a drum of diameter 35 feet, rotating once every ten
seconds, so producing a gravity akin to being on the Moon's surface, [1, p. 97). That is,
centripetal acceleration is given by w 2 R where w is the rotation rate and R is the distance
from the axis of rotation. Thus our artificial gravity at the rim of the drum will be taken as
g = 6.9 ft/s 2 .
In order to contrast tossing a ball around in Discovery, let's also consider Asteroid B-612
as described in the classic children's tale, The Little Prince. Since it's described as being
"scarcely any larger than a house" [3, p.16), let's assume that this asteroid has diameter 35
feet as well, and that its surface gravity is g = 6.9 ft/s 2 . As such the little prince's planet is
extraordinarily dense and has a thin atmosphere; but let's not let that stop us from throwing
balls from its surface.
Ball dynamics on Asteroid B-612
Before tossing a ball on Discovery, we review a tossed ball's trajectory on our asteroid.
Although Asteroid B-612 makes 44 revolutions per Earth day, let's assume for simplicity
that it doesn't rotate. We know that our ball's trajectories will be ellipses, each of which
lies in a plane through the asteroid's center, the origin 0. Therefore we may simply assume
that the asteroid is a disk of radius R = 17.5 feet. As such, our ball's trajectory will follow
an ellipse as given by
r
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where r is the radial distance of the ball from 0; a is a constant; e is the angle made by the
ball, the origin and the positive x-axis; ¢is a constant phase angle; k = gR 2 ; and h = r 2 ~~'
the constant of angular momentum, where the ball is tossed at timet= 0 from the asteroid's
surface. We assume the artificial convention that our ball is tossed at exactly 17.5 feet from
the center of the asteroid, and 17.5 feet from the hub of our spaceship. Our equations of
motion can be readily adapted to other scenarios.
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FIGURE 2. Author sketch of de Saint-Exupery's Asteroid B-612.
For simplicity, let's toss our ball from the asteroid's surface at A = (R, 0), and with
velocity (p, q) at timet= 0. Again for simplicity, assume that we toss our ball into the first
quadrant, so that both p and q are positive. We must determine a, cP and the initial rotation
I .
rate dO
dt t=O·
To find the initial value of ~~, let's take a first order approximation of how our ball's
displacement changes with time. Since we are throwing the ball with velocity (p, q), then
near t = 0, the ball's displacement is well-approximated by (x(t), y(t)) = (R + pt, qt). See
FIGURE 3. Therefore near t = 0, tan e is well-modeled by R!pt, which means that
sec

2

eB'

~

(R + pt) q - pqt

(R +pt )2

,

which when evaluated at t = 0 gives us the true value of ~~ lt=o, namely ~~ lt=O = ]. Thus
= : 2 • Alternatively, we could use a parabolic approximation to our trajectory near t = 0
and arrive at the same conclusion.
velocity vector (p, q)

;2

qt

.·· .. ··s·

FIGURE 3. First order approximation of throwing a ball at velocity (p, q).
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Next rewrite ( 1) using /:2 = ~ as
1

- = a cos( e+ ¢)
T

g

+ 2.
q

(2)

The initial condition of tossing our ball at (R, 0) means that when t = 0,
r = R. Thus (2) gives
q2- gR

q2 R

a cos¢=

e=

0 and

(3)

.

Differentiating (2) with respect to time gives
-

1

r

2

r' = -asin(e + ¢) e',

which at time t = 0 gives
•

p

A.

(4)

asm'f' = qR
since~~ lt=O = p. Upon squaring and adding (3) and (4) we obtain

To find a, take the square root. Since the trajectory of our ball is that portion of the ellipse
more towards the second focus (where the first focus is at the origin), we shall take the
negative root, hence tending to make the denominator of (1) small near t = 0, and the value
of r large. Thus

j (pq)2 + (q2 _ gR)2
a=q2R
By (3) and (4),
tan¢=

pq
q2

- g

R

Hence the trajectory of our ball thrown with velocty (p, q) from (R, 0) is given by
T=

1

--1==7~~=7-------------------

2
2
- y (pq) +(qLgR)
q2R

cos(e + tan- 1 (__1!!1_)) + JL.
q2-gR
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(5)

FIGURE 4. Tossing a ball from the equator to the north pole on Asteroid B-612.
Let's use these results to toss a ball from the equator at A. to the north pole B, or to any
other point on the surface of Asteroid B-612. Rewrite (2) as

~
r

= a cos cp cos e - a sin cp sin e+ 92 .
q

Then by (3) and (4), we have
1

r

-

q2

gR
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2
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e- -qR
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2

(6)

If we wish to throw a ball from A. to B, then the polar point ( R, ~) must be on our trajectory.

Substituting these values in (6) gives
p=

gR-q2
q

(7)

That is, (7) characterizes the family of velocity vectors (p, q) which enable us to toss a
ball from the equator to the north pole. FIGURE 4 shows a few of these trajectories, where
the trajectories are labeled by their given q values in feet per second. For example, when
q = 7, p ~ 10.25. See FIGURE 5. Note that the largest permissible q value is ylgR ~ 10.99
ft/s, after which p is negative, in which ca.se we would be throwing the ball into the dirt.
The smallest that q can be is about 6 ft/s, below which the (p, q) initial ball velocity exceeds
escape velocity of Asteroid B-612. The reader may use equation (6) to generalize (7) for any
surface points on a planet.
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FIGURE 5. Velocity vectors giving a North Pole toss.

Ball dynamics on Discovery
Now let's toss a ball inside Discovery's rotating drum. For simplicity, we first of all assume
that our drum is a two-dimensional circle. We'll replace the third dimension later. Position
the origin 0 at the center of this circle and toss the ball with initial velocity (p, q) from
position A= (R, 0) = (17.5, 0). Note that such a toss forces the condition p:::; 0, otherwise
we'll be throwing the ball against the floor. Let w = 27T /10 radians per second be the
space station's counterclockwise rotation rate. To analyze the ball's motion we shall use an
absol,ute fmm,e coordinate system with respect to the background of the fixed stars wherein
the positive x-y axes always point to the same two stars and a relative frame coordinate
system with respect to the rotating spacecraft wherein the coordinates of any fixture on the
spacecraft remain constant. The word apparent will be used interchangeably with relative.
As such we shall refer to the ball's position absolutely or apparently. We say that the ball's
flight t'ime is the time the ball takes from launch to impact, from when the ball is first thrown
to when it thereafter strikes the floor of the rotating drum.
With respect to the absolute frame, the trajectory of the tossed ball is simply the line
f(t) = [

~

l

+t

[ q :wR

l

(8)

up until time T(p, q) when the ball first impacts a wall of the spacecraft, where
T(p, q) is a function in terms of the initial tossed velocity (p, q). Note that the wR velocity
component of the ball is inherited from the rotation of the spacecraft, and once the ball is
tossed, gravity as induced by rotation has no effect on the motion of a ball, unlike the gravity
as induced by the mass of heavenly bodies.
vVith respect to the relative frame, the trajectory of the ball will be a spiral-like arc. In
particular let
for t

= 0

Jl.f(t) = [

co~ wt sin wt
- sm wt cos wt
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be a dynamic rotation matrix, called dynamic because the matrix changes with time. Note
that M(t) at timet is a clockwise rotation matrix by wt radians. In timet the spacecraft
rotates wt radians counterclockwise. Thus when the ball is at absolute position f(t) where
0 :::; t :::; T(p, q), the ball is at relative position M(t)f(t). That is, as the space station rotates
counterclocwise in t seconds, it appears as if the absolute points have rotated clockwise by
wt radians.
Rewriting the apparent trajectory M(t)f(t) we have

M(t) [

~

l

+ tM(t)

[

~

l

(9)

where s = q + wR. The term on the left of (9) traces out a circle of radius R in time,
whereas the term on the right traces out an arithmetic polar spiral. That is, consider the
simple polar spiral, r = B; in parametric equations this spiral becomes (Bcos B, Bsin B) =

B[

~~:; ~:~~e

l[~ l

whose line of symmetry is the y-axis. Replacing

e with -wt results

in a rescaling of the spiral as well as a flip about the line of symmetry. Hence tM(t) [
is a spiral as well, this time with line of symmetry < [
where < [

~]

> denotes the span of vector [

FIGURE

6. The spiral (x, y)

=

~s ]

~]

>, as the reader may verify,

~ ]· See FIGURE 6.

tlvf(t) [

~2 ], with symmetry line <

[ ; ] >.

At first glance, one might think that the dynamic sum of a circle and a spiral should
be a spiral. However that guess is only true asymptotically; that is, as time goes on, the
trajectories (if allowed to proceed out beyond the limits of the spaceship) become closer and
closer to an arithmetic spiral curve. Such a phenomenon should seem somewhat reasonable
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because the apparent trajectory of a thrown ball is a dynamic rotation of the ball about a
fixed point as the ball moves along a line with constant velocity in the absolute frame.
Before plotting apparent trajectories of balls tossed in our space station, let's determine
the family of velocities (p, q) enabling a thrower to toss the ball from point A to B. In
keeping with FIGURE 4, we let B = (0, R). The valid (p, q) velocities must satisfy

M(t)f(t)

= [

l

~

(10)

for some t. Since the functional inverse of M(t) isM( -t), then our equation simplifies to

f(t)

=

M( -t) [

~

l,

which when solved for (p, q) gives

p = - R(1 +sin wt) and q = R(cos wt- wt).

t

(11)

t
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FIGURE 7.

AB trajectories for various flight times

T.

See FIGURE 7 for various trajectories. For example, for a flight time of 5 seconds, we toss
the ball with initial velocity p ~ -3.5 ft/s and q ~ -14.5 ft/s. Lest we think that these
apparent trajectories as induced by rotation are as tame as the trajectories on Asteroid B612 as induced by mass, consider FIGURE 8 where T = 32 seconds. Since the drum makes
one revolution every ten seconds, we might expect these apparent trajectories to have about
l{0 J - 1 loops, a question we leave for the reader.
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8. The trajectory when
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Furthermore, in contrast to FIGURE 5, the family of (p, q) velocities enabling the ball
to travel from A to B is extremely convoluted. FIGURE 9 is a graph of (p, q) valid velocity
vectors as flight time T changes. We call the velocity (0, -wR) as the singular velocity.
Launched with singular velocity, our ball will trace out a circle of radius R. Flight time in
this case is oo. In the absolute frame, the ball is motionless while the space station rotates.
If we toss our ball so that its initial velocity is a minor perturbation of the singular velocity,
we have chaos. As FIGURE 9 shows, in such cases, the tossed ball well-demonstrates a rhyme
from the childhood game, Duck-Duck-Goose:
Aro·und and around and around she goes,
And where she stops, nobody knows.
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FIGURE

9. Initial velocities (p, q) yielding AB tosses.

That is, as the flight time T increases, minor (p, q) variations from the singular velocity
result in wildly different termination points for the apparent trajectories. Observe that for
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large flight times T (in Discovery's case, for T being at least two seconds or so), in order
to toss the ball to B, we must throw it with a velocity more or less away from B! Any
novice astronaut imported into Discovery's rotating drum will need time to learn these new
nuances of tossing a ball around. As flight time T decreases, note that the initial velocity
(p, q) increases in magnitude, asymptotically alligning with < (-1, 1) >, so that the local
trajectory approaches a straight line.
When viewing FIGURES 4, 7 and 8, one begins to see that trajectories in the space
station and trajectories on the asteroid have several features in common.
Both kinds of trajectories appear to be symmetric with respect to the perpendicular
bisector of the chord connecting the launch point and the impact point. The minimum
speed along the trajectory occurs when the ball is furthest from the ground or floor. Speed
along the curve decreases monotonically with height above the ground or floor and does so
symmetrically in time with respect to this perpendicular bisector. For example FIGURE 10
is a graph of the speed at which the trajectory of FIGURE 8 is traced out in time.
JD
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FIGURE 10. Speed at which trajectory is traced out,

T

=

32 seconds.

For the elliptical curves of FIGURE 4 these phenomena are well-known. Let's see if these
same phenomena truly occur for these spiral-type curves of FIGURES 7 and 8. \Ve shall
toss a ball from absolute position A= (R, 0) with initial velocity (p, q) where pis negative.
Let s = q + wR. With respect to the absolute frame, the ball's trajectory is a straight line
intersecting the circle at some absolute point B for a total flight time of T. The trajectory
of this path is simply [ R ~ pt ]· Let C
midpoint of line segment AB at t

=

=

A~B.

Reorder time so that the ball is at the

0. That is, this reordered trajectory is f(t)

=

C+t [

~],

where -~ -::; t -::; ~ and j( -~) =A and J(~) = B. The trajectory r that the ball appears
to take is given by g(t) = !Vf(t)f(t) where -~ -::; t -::; ~· Let A= g( -~), iJ = gG). Note
that f(O) = C = g(O). If A =/:- B, let .C be the perpendicular bisector of line segment AB,
otherwise let .C be the line <A>. For any t 0 with 0 <to-:=; ~'let D = f(t 0 ), E = f( -t 0 ),
b = g(t 0 ), E = g( -t0 ). Note that Al(to) and !'vi( -to) are cl_?ckwise and counterclockwise
rotations, respectively, about 0 by angle wt 0 • Thus D and E are equidistant from 0 and
the angle that ray b makes with .C is the same as the angle that ray E makes with .C.
Furthermore, note that in the absolute frame, the ball is closest to 0 at Cas it moves along
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its absolute chordal trajectory. Since M(t) is an isometry for any t, then if(t)i = jg(t)j.
Therefore the nearest point on r to 0 is C. As for the apparent speed at which r is traced
out at timet the reader might intuitively expect it to be obtained by the magnitude of the
vector sum of (p, 8) and w( -b, a) when the ball is at absolute position (a, b), since the ball
may be viewed as traveling along a straight line with velocity (p, 8) absolutely while being
rotated clockwise about the origin at w radians per second. See FIGURE 11.
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11. Decomposition of the apparent velocity of the ball.

To see whether our intuition is correct, let our apparent ball's position be given by

F(t)

where

8

=

= JVI(t)

[ R ~ pt

l,

(12)

q + wR. The apparent velocity of our ball at time t is v(t) = !vf(t) [

!vi' (t) [ R ~ pt ]· Note that !vf' (t) = w111 (t
v(t) = Jo.1(t) [

+ {) = wJl,f ( t) !vf ( 2: ) .

~] + wl\tf(t + 2: ) [ R ~pt]

~]

+

Therefore

= Jl,f(t)( [ ~] + w [

-Rs~ pt] ).

(13)

That is, modulo a rotation, v has the structure we imagined. Let's pause for a moment to
calculate the time at which the ball is nearest to 0 , (which is also the time at which the ball
is at the midpoint of the absolute chordal trajectory). At this point, the apparent velocity of
the ball is perpendicular to the position vector of the ball. Since the ball's apparent position
at timet is F(t) and the ball's apparent velocity at timet is F'(t), we simply solve for the
time at which F(t) · F'(t) = 0. That is, F(t)TF'(t) = 0, where Tis the transpose operator.
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By (12) and (13) this equation becomes,

Since M(tf M(t) is the identity matrix, further simplification gives pR+p2t+q 2t = 0 which
means that the ball's time lapse ~ from launch to midpoint of the chord AB is given by

pR

T

2

p2

(14)

+ s2 ·

We suspect that v(t) will have minimum magnitude for this t value. To see this, let w(t) =
lvl 2 • Since M(t) is an isometry for any t, then

w(t)

=

(p + wst) 2 + (s- wR- wpt?.

Pf!

Observe that w(t) is a quadratic with respect tot, and has a minimum at t = 2 , which
by (14) means that our ball's speed is least at this critical time ~- Furthermore, the ball's
speed decreases monotonically from time 0 to ~ and increases monotonically from ~ to T
and does so symmetrically with respect to time~- We finally note that the ball impacts the
wall at relative position F(r). That is, the flight timer for a ball tossed with velocity (p, q)
from (R, 0) is
T

2pR

= - --,---------,--

p2+(q+wR)2"

(15)

Now imagine tossing a baseball laterally in our rotating drum of a spaceship. Since the
official distance between homeplate and pitcher's mound is 60 feet, imagine that our drum
is a cylinder 35 feet in diameter and over 60 feet long so that we can simulate Moon-type
conditions as on a lunar baseball diamond. Let the axis of rotation be the z direction. Note
that when a ball is tossed with initial velocity (p, q, z), the third coordinate of the ball's
velocity remains constant. That is, if the ball doesn't bang against the curved sides of the
cylinder on its way to homeplate, then the ball reaches the catcher in 6z0 seconds. Let's
adapt the trajectory of FIGURE 7 to three space, and throw a ball from a pitcher's mound
at (R, 0, 0) to the catcher's plate at (0, R, 60). We simply let p = -R/32(1 + sin(32w)),
q = R/32(cos(32w)- 32t) by (11), and z = 60/32. FIGURE 13 displays the trajectory of the
pitch from a slightly skewed perspective of looking down the central axis of the cylindrical
space station. A pitcher can throw quite a change-up on board Discovery!
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FIGURE 13. A sweeping curve ball, from pitcher to catcher.

For a contrasting development of these same space station trajectory results from the
perspective of mechanics see (2, pp. 171-176]. Be prepared for a healthy dose of the cross
product, Coriolis acceleration, centrifugual acceleration, inertial frames, and solving differential equations! The little bit of linear algebra we've used has done surprisingly well against
such alternative competition.
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